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They will spend the day hiking on the AT from Fox Gap to Wind Gap. The 9.5 mile 
Trail to Town hike and returned them to Wind Gap Park about 6 hours later.

 While many of the scouts were hiking on the trail, Senator Scavello is hosted a 
community expo with live band at Wind Gap Park from 12:00-3:00 p.m. The event  
featured local community organizations and the classic rock band Still Kickin.  “I’m 
grateful for the participation at our event said Scavello “It’s great to see these young 
scouts being involved in there community.”

Vendors there were Waste management who brought their state-of-the-art trash 
removal truck that runs on compressed propane fuel. They also had literature and a 
recycle spin the wheel’ game to win prizes.

‘Friends of Minsi Lake’ set up set up next to their friends at Waste Management 
and handed out literature about all the new renovations that were done to date and 
the great things to come like a 125 ft. bridge over the dam this year.

On of my favorite exhibition came to the Jamboree, The Wood Mobile “Their usu-
ally booked solid but I got them to come this year” said Senator Scavello.

  It displays all the different kind of wood trees we have in Pa. I found out after talk-
ing with one of the Dir. that the best ‘Black Cherry’ wood comes from Pa. The coolest 

Item is the 20 speed wooden bicycle, which when I asked “does anyone ever ride 
it?” He said yes we take it out for a spin once in a while.  The history of the wood 
industry in Pa. is very interesting.

The local Trout unlimited also attended, putting on a display of ‘fly tying’ and a fly 
casting demonstration.  The event goers were encouraged to test their skills getting 
their cast inside a hula hoop.

Scouts choosing the Base Camper Adventure were also be on hand during the 
event learning basic scout skills. The event concluded with the backpacker scouts 
returning to Wind Gap Park from their Trial to Town trek at 3:00 p.m. All attendees 
were required to follow current state and local COVID protocols in effect at the time 
of the event. 

The last part of the day was the Wind Gap Fire Co. Fireman’s Competition.  There 
were 6 events I was there for the Softball Nozzle Control where 4 sections of hoses 
layed out ant the team had to connect them (total yards about 75), then turn on the 
pressure and knock the softballs off the cones all in full gear (it was 85 and humid).

Next was Barrel Steer a 50 gal. drum had to be steered by a fire hose in figure 
eight layout, again in full gear.

The last one I sax was Minute Man race.  Each Fireman took turns, they had to 
put on all their gear from boots on up to their helmet and air tank.  The goal is for all 
6 team mates to do it in under 6 minutes total time.  These guys are amazing!!!
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